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We consider the problem of approximating X” by reciprocals of 
polynomials on the interval [0, 11. We derive precise estimates for 
,‘$ IIX” - 1/P&)ll,0,11 
m m 
where Ii’, denotes the set of all algebraic polynomials of degree at most m 
and where II . IIIa.bl denotes the supremum norm on [a, b]. For the case 
m = n we show that 
(,i$ ]]xn - Ilp,(x)]]) ‘In + 27/64. 
” n 
This sharpens estimates derived by Newman in [2] and answers question 7 
posed by Reddy in [4]. Our method is to first solve an easier approximation 
problem using known L* results. This is similar to the approach used by 
Schonhage [5] to approximate emX on [0, co) and by Rahman and 
Schmeisser [3] to approximate x-” on [ 1, co). 
Our main result is the following: 
THEOREM 1. There exists pm E ii’,,, so that 
For each q, E lI,,, 
(0.18) 
IIX” - vLYwll[o,I] > (2n + 1)*,* * 
(n + m)! (3n)! 
(n - l)! (3n + m + l)! * 
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The related least-squares result is 
THEOREM 2. [ 1, p. 1961 Let n, (x0,..., a,,, be distinct positive real 
numbers. The least-squares distance on [0, I] from x” to the subspace 
spanned by (x~~,..., xam} is 
This result allows us to deduce the supremum norm bounds in the next 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3. There exists pm E II,,, so that 
llx2n . P,(X) -x%, 11 G pn _” 1)1/2 * (n + m)! (3n - 2)! (n - l)! (3n + m - l)! ’ 
For each qm E II,, 
llX2n 
(n + m)! (3n)! 
* qfAx) - x”Ih 11 a (2n : 1)V’ . (n _ l), (3n + m + 1)’ * 
Proof The proof is identical to that used in deducing the supremum 
norm version of Miintz’s theorem from the L* version (see [ 1, p. 1971). The 
lower bound is immediate from Theorem 2 with 
ai= 2n + i for i = 0, l,..., m. 
To derive the upper bound we observe, as in [ 1, p. 1981, that 
We now apply Theorem 2 with 
a,=2n-l+i for i = 0, l..., m. 
The remainder of the paper is concerned with deriving Theorem 1 from 
Theorem 3. We need the following somewhat technical lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let a > 0 and let l/p, be the best uniform approximation to 
xn on [a, b] from the set of reciprocals of elements of II,,, . Then p, is 
decreasing on [0, a]. 
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Proof. We know [ 1, p. 1611 that l/p, interpolates x” at m + 1 points on 
[a, b]. By Descartes’ rule of signs, since 1 -x” . pm has m t 1 zeroes on 
[a, b], we deduce that p,(x) = axm t lower order terms, where 
Thus, there exist a < a, < .a. < a, < b so that 
(-1 + xn * p,(x))’ = x”- 1 (n+m)a fi (X-al) 
i= 1 
and 
(X * p;(X) t rip,(X))= (n + m)(-l)mlal fi (X - ai). 
i=l 
(2) 
Suppose that there exist points c, and cz with 0 < c, < c, < a1 so that 
ph(c,) =ph(cJ = 0. Then, from (2) it follows that 
P*(C*) <P&l) <P,(O)* (3) 
We note that p,(a,) > 0 and hence, by (2), pL(a,) < 0. Thus, the maximum 
of pm on the interval [0, ai] occurs at 0. It also follows from the above that 
the only way pm can have a local max. or min. in (0, a,) is if, in fact, pk has 
two zeros 0 < d, < d, < aI so that p,(d,) <p,,,(d,). This, however, 
contradicts (3) and we see that pm must be decreasing on [0, a,]. 
LEMMA 2. If there exists pm E II, so that 
IKPAX) - x-“1 Xz”ll~~+p,n, I] G P” 
then there exists q,,, E II,,, so that 
IIX” - v?,(x) II lo. Il < (2 + 4 pna 
ProoJ For x E [p t p/n, 1 ] 
”  1 
IPAX) - x-“I G @ + ;,$nx” G 2x” 
and 
x” * p,(x) > f. 
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Thus, 
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Suppose that l/q, is the best approximation to x” on [p + p/n, 1 ] from the 
reciprocals of elements of ZZm. From the previous lemma we see that q, is 
decreasing on [0, p + p/n] and hence, 
llxn - Vq,(411ro.P+PInl < max. ( ’ %I@ + P/n) > @ + Pin)“) 
From (4) and the above we have 
1 
4& +pln> 
< IIXn - hn(X)Il[P+@p, I] + @ +dn)” 
and 
IIX” - v?,(x)ll Io, Il < (2 + 4 P”. 
LEMMA 3. If there exists pm E l7, so that 
lIxZn .Pm(X)-XnIl[p+p,“,l]~~n 
then there exists q,,, E lI, so that 
IIXZfl . q,(x) - xn Illo, 11 < e p”. 
Proof: Let q, E 17, satisfy 
II X2n * 4m(~)-~nIlb+p,n,I~ = min llxZn ~Pm-xnIlr,+p~n,II~ Ptfl~nfll 
As in the proof of Lemma 1, if qm(x) = ax” + I+. , then 
(X” *qm(X))’ =Xn-l(tl +m)(-l)“jCZ\ fi (X--i), CIi E [p +plnV l]* 
i=l 
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It follows that Y . q,(x) is non-decreasing and positive on [0, p + p/n] and 
that 
llxfl * 4&) - 1 Il,o,p+p,n, G n-lax t 1, @ +p;,n)n) G 1. 
We complete the result by noting that this shows that 
/\xZn * 4&) -X”Il[o,p+&2] L <@+p/n)“<ep”. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Theorem 3 guarantees the existence of pm E Ii’, SO 
that 
11X2” 
n 
*P&“) -x”ll,o, I] G p _ 1)1/2 * 
(n+m)! (3n-2)! =6n 
(n-1)!(3n+m-l)! . 
Thus, 
11x2” *P,(X) -XnII]S+6/n.I] G 6” 
and by Lemma 2, there exists q, E l7, so that 
IF - Vqm(x)l/]o, 1l G (2 + 4 6”. 
We now establish the lower bound. We know by Theorem 3, for all pm E L’, 
II-+ 
1 
. P,(X) - x”ll,o, I] 2 (2n + 1)1/2 * 
(n t m)! (3n)! 
(n - l)! (3n t m t l)! =“’ 
By Lemma 3, 
II x2” * Pm@> - Xnllrp+d”, 112 f . 
This, as we shall show, finishes the proof by implying that 
(5) 
This final inequality can be seen as follows. 
Suppose, for n > 1, that 
lb” - 1/Pmwlb+p/“, II < g . 
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Then, for x E [p + p/n, 11, 
1 
PAX) 
>xn-g>; 
and 
x” * p,(x) < 2. 
This, however, contradicts (5) by implying that 
II xzn *Pm(X) -X”Il,p+dn,l, 
= II (x” - VP&))(X” * P,(X) II[p+p,“, l] 
<$. 
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